
What it is What it means
Background Emotions

Who What do you already know about the artist(s)? Has that
altered your perception of the work? Why? Yours How does it make you feel? What does it remind you of?

Time and
Place Does it make a difference when and where was it created? Implied

What is the MOOD of the work? What ATMOSPHERE is the
artist(s) creating? How have they achieved that? What do
you think the artist(s) wanted you to feel?

Technical Meaning

Form

How has the artist(s) used LIGHT, COLOUR, LINE and SHAPE
(and/or SOUND and MOVEMENT) to emphasise what’s
going on?
Is it realistic, stylised or ‘weird’? Why do you think that is?

Story What is it about? Are there clues about the NARRATIVE?
Are there any SYMBOLS to consider? What are
people/figures doing?

Size Consider the SCALE. Is it big or small? Are lots of people
involved? How might it be different if it was the opposite? Ideas and

Messages

Is there a THEME? What CONCEPTS come to mind?
What message do you think the artist(s) is trying to get
across? What do you think the message is?Framing How is it FRAMED? What’s around the work? If not a literal

frame, what about the space/location it’s in?

Qualities Context

Process
How has this physically been made? What TECHNIQUES,
MATERIALS, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT or PROCESSES were used?
How do you know?

Social,
Cultural and

Historical

How does the TIME, PERIOD or PLACE influence the work?
What do you think the artist(s) is saying about their world?
How might people in the past, or in the future, or from a
different culture, feel about the work?

Type
What sort of art / performance is it? Does this have a
GENRE? How does the STYLE compare to other works,
artists or creative movements you might know about?

Relationships
Does this work remind you of anything? Can you link it to
other fields of study (e.g. science, geography,
engineering)? Does it link somehow to other artforms?

Attention Purpose

Focal Point
Are you encouraged to focus your attention on anything in
particular? Why do you think that is? Why might that be
important?

Personal
Why do you think the artist(s) has chosen to create this?
Are they making a comment on their world? Positive, or
negative?

Flow
Does the image encourage your eyes to ‘flow’ easily around
the image? Is there a sequence to the performance? How
has the artist achieved this ‘path’?

Commissions
Do you think this work has been COMMISSIONED
(made-to-order)? What for? Who funded this? Where for?
Do you think that has influenced the outcome?

This is not exhaustive, but may help you to assess what you SEE - THINK - FEEL
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